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ABSTRACT
The general principle about human-robot conversation is that the
conversation of a robot should emphasize on providing complete
information in a single utterance, without the necessity of a human
asking further questions. On the other hand, information deficiency
is found commonly in human-human conversation. In particular,
between a child and a caregiver; even though the child has a lim-
ited speaking ability, they can build a deep bond by means of the
positive and interactive support of their caregiver. Unlike many
kinds of research whose aim is to make a robot possess a superior
ability to have a natural conversation with a human, in this re-
search, we focus on the incompleteness in a robots’ conversation by
utilizing some strategies such as information deficiency and ellipsis.
Herein, it is important to understand the behaviors and responses
of the human partner in such a human-robot conversation. This
study aims to analyze human responses when a robot speaks to
a human with insufficient words. Accordingly, we constructed a
syntactic method to create a deficiency in the elements of uttered
sentences to analyze the behaviors and replies of a human in a
human-robot conversation. The results showed that when the ro-
bot used "Semantically Incomplete Utterance"; which means the
robot has unclear references in its utterance, the human partner
increased the number of questions to the robot, talked further about
the new information related to the topics and decreased the number
of slight responses. Consequently, the incompleteness in the utter-
ance of a robot attracted cooperative human responses, and the
participants increased participation in the domain of conversation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A: "Hello, speaker! when’s my next event?" B:"The next event on
your calendar is today at 3:30 PM. Its title is "weekly meeting" in
meeting room 409."... Such a conversation between a human and
smart speaker is beneficial. People can easily access the information
they need in full, since the agent provides it without any excess
or deficiency. However, in adult-child interactions, such as that
between a child and a caregiver; children are not-yet-competent
to talk without deficiency. Despite these deficiencies, it is interest-
ing that they can communicate in a manner with which they can
understand each other and enjoy their conversation as below: A:"I
played a lot today!" B:"Who did you play with?" A:"Lina" B:"What
did you do with her?" A:"I draw many things." B:"That’s great."...

Some studies have focused on the child’s developing speech and
the caregiver’s nursing, and they reported that children develop
their language skills through a caregiver’s support and teaching
[5, 11]. Moreover, Reddy et al. [21] mentioned that Child-Parent
Conversation is not just for pragmatics development, but for the
interactive enjoyment of parents. Even if they hold disfluency, an
adult and a child can also share information. Related to the interac-
tion and the relationship between a child and a caregiver, Nishina
[16] reported that a human has an attachment for plants that they
care for. Also, Pesce [20] remarked that people built a deep intimate
connection when they take care of a virtual toy pet.
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Human-Robot Interaction also utilized the interaction between
a child and caregiver. An application of such technology is that of
a teachable agent or care receiver robot. Chase et al. [3] discov-
ered that the teachable agent increased the interaction time for
learning. Additionally, Tanaka and Matsuzoe [24] proposed that the
care-receiver robot influences the learning of new English verbs.
Consequently, the agent/robot relationship has led to a great effort
towards learning. Moreover, Hood et al. [8] reported that children
engage with the robot when the children are teachers, and the
robot is the learner. Those studies focused on transferring rela-
tionships between children and parents, teachers and students, to
relationships between human and robots.

Another application in the child and caregiver interaction do-
main is the human-dependent robot. These robots have a lack of
ability to achieve their goals. However, they can get assistance
from a human and thus extend their abilities. Herein, Okada [18]
mentioned Roomba as being of these human-dependent robots.
Roomba can automatically collect dust from the floor in a room.
But if people see that the robot cannot traverse an entire room,
they sometimes rearrange furniture to help the robot so that it
can. This also induces the human to clean up the room. Roomba
achieves not only its primary purpose of collecting dust but also
extends to organizing and cleaning up the room with the human.
Next, Sociable Trash Box [25] is a trash box-like robot. The robot
has no arm to pick up garbage; it cannot collect trash by itself.
However, Yamaji et al. reported that the robot in the form of a trash
box reacts when garbage is placed in it, and people use garbage to
play with the robot. As a result, the trash box robot achieves its
purpose of collecting trash. Moreover, Tweenbot [10], which can
only move in a single direction, crossed a park with human support.
The Ranger [4] toy box robot aims to put toys away with the child.
In this application, the functions of these robots are limited by their
design. However, robots and humans could achieve a wider range
of things together.

Conventionally, when a robot has a conversation with a human,
it has been said that robots should talk to a human in a particu-
lar way so as to avoid mistakes. Grice [6] argued the cooperative
principle for effective communication. As one of the principles,
he recommends avoiding ambiguous expression. Furthermore, Hi-
gashinaka et al. [7] reported a summary of taxonomy errors in
chat-oriented dialogue systems to prevent the conversation from
collapsing. In their studies, child-like expressions are classified as
errors. However, as with adults and children, incompleteness like
that shown by children may have sufficient usage value, when con-
sidering that the connection is more important than information
transmission in Human-Robot conversation. In this study, we are
aiming to construct the human-robot conversation based on the
concept of a Human-Dependent Robot. In this respect, we refer to
the dialogism of Mikhail Bakhtin.

2 TYPE OF DISCOURSE
Bakhtin [2] divided discourse into two categories; authoritative dis-
course and internally persuasive discourse. Authoritative discourse
fixes the meanings and claims only approval and acceptance from
others. The meaning has been determined by others in the past
and cannot interfere in the present. An authoritative word does

not adapt to the context, it exists as its own. Bakhtin said about the
authoritative discourse, "we make it our own; it binds us.[2, p.342]".

In contrast, internally persuasive discourse is indeterminate and
creates new meanings with others. The discourse has room for
others to interfere, and the meaning of self and others can exist.
Bakhtin said about internally persuasive discourse, "this discourse
is able to reveal ever newer ways to mean. [2, pp.346]" Then, we
reconsider the two categories of discourse as human-robot con-
versation. The Robot based on authoritative discourse uses the
meaning which is acknowledged in society in the past. By using
words with clear meaning, the conversation will be in-line with
the scenario, and the utterances of both human and robot become
speech commands. Therefore, the interaction is controlled, and a
lot of people can firmly establish communication with the robot.
On the other hand, a robot based on internally persuasive discourse
contains indefinite meanings and seeks interpretations from the hu-
man partner. Humans acknowledge the meanings of each utterance
of the robot as they occur, and the human and robot will establish
the interaction with sequential interpretation of their conversation.

It could be said that a child-caregiver conversation is categorized
as internally persuasive discourse. Children have not-yet acquired
competent language skills, therefore their utterances are ambigu-
ous and they have incompleteness and a lack of meaning. The
caregiver and child locally defined the meanings and constructed
the conversation.

3 RESEARCH AIM
In previous researches, the learning effect was attracting attention
[3, 24]. The result was closely related to the context. There was
not much emphasis on how to construct a conversational interac-
tion regarding an intimate interaction as in that between a child
and caregiver. The previous researches in human-depended robot
interactions mainly focused on physical interactions rather than
verbal interactions [4, 10, 25]. Since verbal communication is one of
the most common interaction methods, it is also important to con-
sider how to establish a verbal communication so that the human
interlocutor would enjoy it and feel attached to the robot.

Researches claim that humans can build a social bond when
they help or take care of an individual or another entity [4, 16].
We believe that the hidden elements that are necessary to build a
relationship in a child-caregiver interaction can be adopted to build
such an interaction between a human and a robot. In this study, we
investigate the conversation between a human and a robot utilizing
incomplete utterances. We focus on how the deficiency in the ut-
terances of a conversational robot influences a hearer’s responses
and their engagement to the interaction. We also investigate the
possibilities of the connection construction that occurs in internally
persuasive discourse, as a result of the interaction of the human
and the robot during a conversation.

In this study, we developed a syntactic method to create incom-
pleteness in the robot’s utterances. Our conversational robot plat-
form Muu (Fig. 4) is used for this research to investigate deficiency
for the robot.
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4 PROCEDURE
4.1 Utterance Generation
In this study, we developed a syntactic method that is inspired
from parent-child conversations and employed it to implement the
incompleteness in the robot’s speech. In children’s utterances, un-
clear references to places, persons, or things are often seen [11].
Additionally, it is known that children have limitations on grammat-
ical construction [1] and the length of a sentence [14]. In order to
investigate the deficiency of the utterance of a robot, we created "in-
complete utterance (ICU)" through a syntactic method. This study
compared two types of incomplete utterances, semantically incom-
plete utterances (SemICU) and structurally incomplete utterances
(StrICU). The SemICU is a condition for considering a semantic
deficiency such as unclear references and lack of information. The
StrICU is a condition for considering a structure deficiency such
as stopping speech prematurely. This utterance generation process
is divided into two processes; segmentation, and adding colloquial
expression. We used six news articles from Yasashii News1 for
utterance generation of the robot.

In order to implement the incomplete utterances for the robot,
we parsed the original sentences of the article to its components by
using ChaSen2 and analyzed the structure of the original sentences
(Fig.1). To follow the segmentation rule, the segmentation process is
limited by the original sentence structure. The targets of the original
sentence which met the structural conditions were constructed by
Segment 1 + Segment 2 + Segment 3 + Verb phrase (Fig.1). In this
study, we used real-world articles. Some sentences in an article
could not be available to parse. Those original sentences are divided
following the StrICU method.

ChaSen

Target Segments

News Article

ja: Kaikinissyoku ha Tsuki de Taiyou ga Mienakunarundayo
En: The total solar eclipse will make the sun out of sigh�n the moon.

target sentence

Kaikinissyoku ha
“total solar eclipse”

Mienakunarundayo
“will make out of sight”

Taiyou ga
“the sun”

“in the moon”
Tsuki de

Structure Estimation (using ChaSen)

Figure 1: Targeting the sentences from news articles using
ChaSen.

1NEWS WEB EASY https://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/easy/
2ChaSen: morphological parser for the Japanese Language http://chasen-legacy.osdn.jp

4.1.1 Semantically incomplete utterance. The semantically incom-
plete utterance is a condition for considering a semantic deficiency
such as unclear references and lack of information. After analyz-
ing the structure of the original sentences, we then merged each
segment with the verb of the sentence to create a sub-sentence
(Fig.2). Then we defined the first sub-sentence by assigning the
first segment and the verb phrase of the original sentences. The
first sub-sentence is without the second and third segments. That
causes the first sub-sentences to have some unclear reference and
a lack of information. Then, with the remaining part of the original
sentence, a second sub-sentence is built. By the SemICU segmenta-
tion, the first sub-sentence is (a) Segment 1 + Verb phrase, second
sub-sentence is (b) Segments2, 3 + Verb phrase (Fig. 1).

Semantically Incomplete Utterance

Segment 2
Segment 3

verb phrase

Segment 1

verb phrase

Kaikinissyoku ha Mienakunarundayo
“The total solar eclipse will make __ invisible”
Tsuki de Taiyou ga Mienakunarundayo
“will make the sun out of sigh�n the moon”

Second
Sub-Sentence

First
Sub-Sentence

Figure 2: Segmentation for SemICU

4.1.2 Structurally incomplete utterance. We also defined Struc-
turally Incomplete Utterances (StrICU). The StrICU is a condition
for considering a structural deficiency such as stopping speech
prematurely. StrICU divides an original sentence simply into two
sub-sentences, the first sub-sentence is (a) Segment 1 + Segment 2,
and the second sub-sentence is (b) Segment 3 + Verb phrase (Fig. 3).
By the StrICU method, the first sub-sentence is interrupted in the
middle of the original sentence, and the second sub-sentence will
start the sentence again.

As a reason for using Structurally Incomplete Utterance instead
of incomplete utterance, it seen that the information is presented in
a complete manner (e.g. information we get from a smart speaker),
the interlocutor may not find a room to contribute to the conver-
sation. In this experiment, we focused on how the responses from
the interlocutors will differ when there is incompleteness in the
speech within different patterns (semantically, syntactically).

Structurally Incomplete Utterance

Segment 1
Segment 2

Segment 3

verb phrase

Kaikinissyoku ha Tsuki dene
“The total solar eclipse” “in the moon”
Taiyou ga Mienakunarundayo
“will make the sun out of sight”

Second
Sub-Sentence

First
Sub-Sentence

Figure 3: Segmentation for StrICU
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Adding colloquial expression. Segmentation only divided one origi-
nal sentence into two sub-sentences. Because news articles are not
written in a spoken language style, we added some components to
sub-sentences. For two sub-sentences, we changed the end particle
of the utterance to "ne" and "yo". The japanese particles are seen in
spoken language style and the particles act as a sign to invite the
conversation partner [12]. For only the first sub-sentence, we added
the filler "Anone" or "Ettone" to the head of the sentence. Fillers
are not written in an article, because fillers do not have meaning
themselves. But, Mizukami and Yamashita [15] reported that a filler
has the function of maintaining the speaker’s right to speak in a
conversation.

4.2 "Muu" Platform
We used the platform "Muu" (Fig. 4). Muu is our developed platform
to have a verbal interaction with a human. One usage is that this
robot could be used for children in a hospital. The design of these
robots is based on a minimal design mechanism. The design reduces
the expectation of people and people can find what the robot can
do during the interaction [19]. The robot has two servo motors,
and a camera in its single eye. Two servo motors allow the robot to
look left and right and nod. By using a camera, the robot is able to
follow a human’s face. The robot uses the following software. (a)
Intel RealSense SDK makes available the speech-to-text. (b) ATR-P
WizardVoice SDK makes available the speech synthesis.

Figure 4: Platform "Muu" is a creature like robot. The size of
the robot fits in a cube of 30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm

4.3 Experiment Settings
Participants who consented to participation in this study interacted
with two types of interactions with Muu which are the conditions
using SemICU and StrICU. One experiment included six interactions.
The participants interacted three times with the SemICU robot, and
three times with the StrICU robot.

In order to balance between topics and speech condition, half
of the participants interacted with SemICU robot in the first, third,
fifth interactions, and the other half interacted with SemICU robot
in the second, fourth, sixth interactions.

One interaction follows. (a) Participants come in front of the
robot. (b) Experimenter explains before each interaction, "Please
try to have a conversation with the robot, while the robot talks
to you." (c) Experimenter leaves the room. (d) After the robot has
started to speak they interacted around for 2-3 minutes depending
on the topic of the conversation. (e) The interaction ends with a
signal by the experimenter. (f) In order to change the condition of

the robot, the participant leaves the robot’s presence. (g) Return to
(a).

The robot was programmed to utter the same sentences for
every participant. It produces utterances every three seconds if the
participants don’t speak (e.g. turn pass). If participants continue to
speak, the robot waits to speak its next utterance.

The prepared sentences were related to the six topics shown
in Table 1. The left numbers of Table1 indicate the order of the
contents. Robot speaks to topic 1 first and speaks to topic 6 at the
last.

We recorded every interaction with a camera. The experiment
room layout is as shown in Figure 5. When a participant interacts
with the robot, participants could see a camera on their right side.

Table 1: Topics of Conversation

1 Toyota corp. and Matsuda corp. develop together
2 The richest person in the world
3 The production quantity of wine in French
4 Panda in Ueno Zoo.
5 Jet aircraft by Honda
6 Total solar eclipse in the U.S.

Figure 5: Experiment Field

4.4 Analysis
In order to compare between SemICU and StrICU, we set the scope
of assessment in the interaction. As explained in Section 4.1, the
converted sentences are limited in this study. The scope of analysis
is the part of a news article that was utilized by both SemICU and
SemICU. We analyzed the human responses to first sub-sentences
and second sub-sentences in both conditions.

We explored how participants interact with the robots and par-
ticipated in the interaction. We categorized human responses, based
on Linnell’s IR analysis [9, 13]. Table 2 shows all categories of hu-
man response in this research. Original IR analysis used categories
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1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, and we added categories 3, 4, 5, 10 considering our
previous study [17]. By using these categories, the first and second
authors annotated the videos.

The IR analysis is a method to clarify how participants share,
experience, and execute conversation together, within a discussion
on conversational co-construction axis. Linell focused on whether
each of the other speakers participated in the conversation [13]. In
this study, we define the cooperativeness as the cooperative actions
of the participants to complete the meaning of the speech uttered
by the robot. We discussed how much participants support a robot
and increase conversation participation, despite the fact that the
robot speaks to a human and took the initiative. By using Linnell’s
IR analysis, we analyzed how people actively tried to participate in
the conversation and complete the meaning of the speech to the
semantically incomplete and structurally incomplete robot.

Table 2: Human response category

ID Category Sample Response(ja "en")
1 Turn pass ""
2 Minimum Response un "ah"
3 Repeat partial Robot Utter-

ances
wain "wine"

4 Encourage Robot Speech sorede? "and?"
5 New information about top-

ics
shiranakatta "I don’t know
it"

6 Question about topics dokode? "to where?"
7 New information about not

related topics
Kyou ha tenki ga iine. "This
weather is good."

8 Question about not related
topics

Supotsu suki? "Do you like
sports?"

9 Present unhearable Nante itta? "What did you
say?"

10 Laugh ""

5 RESULT
A total of 16 participants participated in this experiment. But three
participants were excluded from the analysis for homogeneity. One
male and one female had a very low number of utterances and
continued silence which made the annotation impossible, we ex-
cluded them before undertaking detailed annotation. Also, the one
female excluded participant spoke significantly more than other
participants. The participant had few Turn pass (category 1) and
minimum response (category 2), moreover she overreacted to the
robot. This participant’s average interaction time was 215 seconds,
while the overall average was 144 seconds. The interaction time
of this participant was much longer and exceeded an upper inner
fence. Thus, a total of 13 participants (8 males and 5 females, mean
age 27.7, stdev 11.2) are analyzed.

Including all the participants, the number of human verbal re-
sponses are 205 times to the first sub-sentences (sub-s) of SemICU,
170 times to the first sub-s of StrICU, 210 times to the second sub-s
of SemICU, and 193 times to the second sub-s of StrICU.

Figures 6, 7 and Tables 3, 4 show the result of the annotations of
13 participants. The vertical axis represents the average number of
times the human responded, and the horizontal axis represents the
human response categories. Because the target scopes were defined,
if participants increase one category response (e.g. Question) then
other categories responses decrease (e.g Minimum response).

Figure 6 depicts the result of a paired t-test between SemICU
and StrICU. If participants interacted with the SemICU robot, they
decreased turn pass (t(12) = -3.098, p = .009) andminimum responses
(t(12)=-6.634, p = .000), moreover increased new info (t(12) = 2.728,
p = .018) and questions (t(12) = 8.672, p = .000).

**
**
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**

Figure 6: The average number of human response time com-
pared to Semantically ICU and Structurally ICU

Table 3: Data of the average number of human response time
compared to Semantically ICU and Structurally ICU

Response Category Condition m SD

Turn Pass SemICU 0.103 0.199
StrICU 0.577 0.655

Minimum Response SemICU 1.769 1.060
StrICU 3.128 0.850

New Info SemICU 1.449 0.934
StrICU 1.077 0.696

Question SemICU 1.859 0.866
StrICU 0.346 0.337

Figure 7 depicts the result of two-way ANOVA Bonferroni cor-
rection between the two ICU conditions and the two sub-sentences
(sub-s). Based on Figure 7, the graph shows (a) the participants
significantly increased turn pass response only to first sub-s of
StrICU than the first sub-s of SemICU (p = .019, df = 12) and the
second sub-s of StrICU (p = .041, df = 12). (b) the participants did
not present new info to first sub-s of StrICU than the first sub-s of
SemICU (p = 0.11, df = 12) and the second sub-s of StrICU (p = .000,
df = 12). Furthermore, the participants show lower new info to the
first sub-s of SemICU than the second sub-s of SemICU (p = .000, df
= 12) (c) the participants significantly increased question response
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Table 4: Data of average speech frequency organized into
two robot speech conditions and two utterance timings

Response Cate-
gory

Sub sentence Condition m SD

Turn Pass
First Sub-s SemICU 0.154 0.081

StrICU 0.923 0.305

Second Sub-s SemICU 0.051 0.035
StrCIU 0.231 0.138

Minimum
Response

First Sub-s SemICU 1.282 0.339
StrICU 4 0.338

Second Sub-s SemICU 2.256 0.356
StrCIU 2.256 0.332

New Info
First Sub-s SemICU 0.744 0.217

StrICU 0.077 0.041

Second Sub-s SemICU 2.154 0.357
StrCIU 2.077 0.387

Question
First Sub-s SemICU 2.974 0.375

StrICU 0.077 0.041

Second Sub-s SemICU 0.744 0.204
StrCIU 0.615 0.168

to the first sub-s of SemICU than the first sub-s of StrICU (p = .000,
df = 12), the second sub-s of SemICU (p = .000, df = 12). In addition,
the participants show lower question to the first sub-s of StrICU
than the second sub-s of StrICU (p = .005, df = 12).

According to Linell’s symmetrical and cooperative dialogue dis-
cussion [9, 13], participants increased their cooperation with inter-
action with the robot using SemICU.

As explained in section 4.3, in this experiment, participants
had six interactions in total, and they had three interactions with
the SemICU robot. One group of participants was speaking with
SemICU robot at the first, third and fifth interaction in a total of six
interactions. Hereinafter this group is called the alpha group. Look-
ing at the effect of the order of this interaction of the alpha group,
For Minimal Response, there were frequencies of 6.167 (first inter-
action), 3.333 (third interaction), 3.000 (fifth interaction) Minimal
Response is higher for the first interaction than the third interaction
(p = .003, df = 5), and than the fifth interaction (p = .014, df = 5). The
participants who faced SemICU robot in the first tended to respond
with a minimal response (category 2) than later interactions.

Figure 8 shows the silence duration until the human starts to
respond from the time of the end of robot utterances. Furthermore,
it also depicts the result of ANOVA Bonferroni-correction between
two robot conditions and two utterance timings. The human silence
duration to the first sub-sentence of SemICU was longer compared
to the first sub-sentence of StrICU (p = .000, df=169) Figure 8 indi-
cates that participants’ responses were overlapped in the second
sub-s of SemICU. Participants presented understanding of the robot
speech then. The below conversation shows a typical interaction in
the experiment. It seems that humans tend to present understanding
when they ask a question and get a response to it.

Anone(0.3)Nijuichinichi(0.3)America de attanndayoR：01:
"_____ was on U.S. on 21st."
Nani ga Attano?H：02:
"What happened?"

Shitteru(.)Sugoku Hisashiburi ni Attandayone05:
"I know it. It's been a while since a long �me ago."

Conversa�on in Expeirment

Kaikinissyoku [ga attanndayoR：03:
"There was a total solar eclipse"

[aH：04:
"ah"

[ point of overlap onset
lapsed �me in tenths of a second(0.0)

(.) It's been a while since a long �me ago

Transcript

6 DICUSSION
In this research, we shed light on a syntactic approach for utilizing
the deficiency in the utterances of a conversational robot. Herein,
we explored the human responses to a robot’s incomplete utterances
and their participation in the conversation.

Figures 6 and 7 indicate that participants increased cooperative
interaction with the robot using SemICU according to Linell’s sym-
metrical and dialogue discussion. It is seen that this phenomenon
occurred as a result of two factors. First, the ICU method included
unclear references thus participants asked questions. Second, the
participants found it easy to speak after the first sub-sentence of
SemICU.

First, participants asked questions in the form of "WH-word
with the particle"(e.g. dokoni? "To where?", naniga? "What does?").
Schegloff coined these phenomenon "other-initial repair" in Human-
Human conversation [22]. Additionally, Suzuki said that the Japan-
ese question type indicates that hearer seeks the lack of information
in the prior turn and wants the partner to repair it [23]. When the
robot utterances have unclear references, people tend to ask about
them.

Second, the first sub-sentence of SemICU has a verb phrase at
the end of the utterance. It is seen that the participants recognized
the end of robot utterances in the first sub-sentence of SemICU. As
figure 7 showed, the first sub-sentences of SemICU and StrICU are
significantly different. People tended to encourage the next robot
utterance by minimum responses to the first sub-sentence of StrICU.
They didn’t take over the robot utterance or ask the robot what to
do.

The human silence duration to the first sub-sentence of SemICU
was longer compared to the first sub-sentence of StrICU (Fig. 8).
Schegloff [22] said that people generally choose "self-repair" in
human-human conversation. The speaker and hearer choose "other-
initial repair" after they confirmed the end of their prior turn.
Here, the robot could make "self-repair" to the first sub-sentence
of SemICU, but it did not. The same as for human-human conver-
sation, it can be said that it takes time before the "other-initial
repair" sequence is chosen. Based on the phenomenon, if robots
utter smoothly as a human does, there is a possibility that the
"other-initial repair" sequence will be less. When developing a
human-robot interaction inspired from adult-child interaction, it
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could be that the silence duration is an important factor and it
might be different from what a human does.

However, participants were given the explanation before they
started the interaction, "Please have a conversation, while the robot
talks to you." Thus, the participants might have expected the robot
to change the topic rather than them, and they tried to have a
conversation according to the robot utterances. It may affect the
category 7,8 responses. Participants did not change the topics in
the conversation.

In this experiment, participants had six interactions in total, and
they had three interactions with the SemICU robot. Participants

tended to respond with a minimal response (category 2), when they
had a conversation with the SemICU robot in the first interaction.
What can be said from the interaction video is that it seems that
participants observed how the robot will talk. Participants were
given the explanation that they were required to have a conversa-
tion while the robot speaks. Therefore, it was hard to participate in
the conversation the same as other interactions with the SemICU
robot in the first interaction.

Furthermore, for those participants who did not speak, it might
confuse the situation. They nodded silently. What kind of difficul-
ties exists in talking to the robot? In order for the robot to speak,
it is required to become a listener in this situation. The robot’s
utterances did not motivate them to speak. These problems are the
topics left in this study. How would it be possible to not provide
any explanation prior to the experiment? We think that field study
is one of the solutions that may help to clarify this problem.

7 CONCLUSION
This study shows that semantically incompleteness of the robot
conversation increases human cooperative behaviors to complete
the meaning of the speech uttered by the robot.

If the robot has unclear reference in the robot’s utterances, it
turns out that people participate in the conversation. Some robots
or systems aim to speak perfectly and not in a deficient manner
[7]. This should not be the only purpose in developing a conver-
sational robot. As people can feel a connection after taking care
of something [16, 20], we believe that it would also be possible to
develop such a connection when people interact with a robot with
deficiency. Cooperation is an important factor in conversation as
well as carrying the interaction, and adding incompleteness is one
consideration. We referred the concept of the Human-dependent
robot and Mikhail Bakhtin’s dialogistic and considered that the
interaction between a human and a robot may have a deficiency.
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This study aimed to observe the two types of syntactic deficiency;
Semantically incomplete utterance and structurally incomplete ut-
terance, using a human-robot interaction. According to the results,
the robot having semantic incompleteness obtains more coopera-
tive human responses. Participants asked questions based on a lack
of information and increased the speech about presented topics.

This study included only syntactic incompleteness. Corpus-based
incompleteness would be one possible future study to investigate
the deficiency. The robot receives cooperative responses from par-
ticipants but could not provide a response to them. This means
the robot was unable to make conversation. To make a connection
between a human and a robot, our future study will be extended
with robot responses that will possess deficiency.
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